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Appealing, refined and exclusive, Eikon Evo is the latest energy trend: a triumph of beautiful 
shapes, premium finishes and intelligent technology. A new definition of style that imparts a 

unique and irresistible value to each daily activity.

eikon evo.
luxury 

evolves.



A look that is distinguished by its elegance and refinement. In the geometries, in the 
profiles, in the selection of materials and colours. The richness of the details and the variety 

of the finishes give Eikon Evo cover plates a superlative charm.

      AesTHeTiC        luTion       TeCHnoloGiCAl         luTion
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New devices, advanced functions and control modes: with Eikon Evo the By-me automation 
system becomes even more intelligent. Innovations that are beautiful to look at and easy to 

use, adapting instantly whenever people and spaces change.

      TeCHnoloGiCAl         luTion





BeAuTy
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Shapes that are designed to catch the eye, in sizes that are unobtrusive on the wall:
Eikon Evo flaunts a sophisticated and well-defined image that embodies the aesthetic 

principles of Vimar. A cover plate that gives prominence to the premium materials and finishes.

DESIGN

eleGAnT
GeomeTries



ulTrA-slim
profile
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An impeccable, lightweight and minimal silhouette that projects only a few millimetres from 
the wall. Viewed from the side, Eikon Evo is unobtrusive and delicately appealing, in line 

with the latest interior design trends.

DESIGN

ulTrA-slim
profile
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True beauty is concealed behind the detail. Such as the chrome-plated Eikon Evo frame that 
surrounds buttons and controls with different proportions to underline the value of the finishes. 

A distinctive element, with refined glamour.

DESIGN

essenTiAl 
deTAil
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A new viewpoint on every room: wider, well-defined and bright. With Eikon Evo automation 
display screens, in different sizes and all flush with the frame, watching over the home 

becomes a spectacular experience.

DESIGN

sensATionAl 
vision
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Eikon Evo is the product of excellent research. Starting with the materials: precious aluminium alloys, 
Corian® technology and exclusive varieties of stone, crystal, wood and leather have been 
meticulously selected and worked according to the finest craft tradition. Italian tradition.

DESIGN

exCellenT
mATeriAls





personAliTà
personAliTy
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Tailored lighting points to offer total freedom of design: with Eikon Evo energy management 
takes on the form you desire. With no limits of space or functionality, and particular 

attention to aesthetics.

modulAriTy

mAde-To-meAsure 
enerGy
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Eight different ways of being, living and interpreting luxury. The Eikon Evo styles are inspired 
by the latest living trends, embodying and enhancing them in a unique and personal way 

with original combinations of materials, colours and finishes.
So you can freely choose a decor style to suit your personality. 

MATERIALS

mulTi-fACe
CHArACTerisTiCs



primAri

Blessed with innate class and timeless appeal, they possess a sober charm that never 
fades. Discreet and valuable at the same time, with lightweight and well-defined contours. 

They are the five different nuances of anodized aluminium.

A n o d i z e d  A l u m i n i u m
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Brilliant aluminium Next grey Neutral bronze

Lava greyDark bronze

MATERIALS



esClusivi

Recherché features, noble characteristics, seductive elegance.
Personalities made more precious by their rarity: the five faced aluminium 

variants make an immediate impression with their priceless elegance.

r e f i n e d  A l u m i n i u m
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Satin gold Black sapphire

Silver Titanium Polished gold

MATERIALS



sColpiTi
C A r v e d  s T o n e

Strong and determined, they have a solemn, physical quality. 
Naturally rigorous, they love clean cuts without renouncing refinement and richness. 

These are the essential characteristics of the three types of carved stone. 
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Natural split slateCarrara white Grey quartzite

MATERIALS



nATurAli

They exude vitality and transmit a pleasantly peaceful and warm sensation from the outset. 
Unique natural qualities that enhance their exclusive and inimitable look.

These are the three types of solid wood finish.  

s o l i d  w o o d



Wengé 
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White oak Italian walnut

MATERIALS



luminosi

Brimming with an unusual energy, they enchant with their unparalleled purity and splendour.
Their brightness and lightweight appearance conceals a vigour and strength that is without equal. 

They are the essential traits of all seven crystal finishes. 

C r y s T A l
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Pearl grey Opal brownAqua

Black diamond

White diamondSilver ice Bronze mirror

MATERIALS



rAffinATi

Charm in its purest form. The gentle and delicate lines underline their recherché and 
genuinely natural glamour. Beauty that is perpetually in bloom, immune to the passage of 

time: this is what characterises these two varieties of leather.

n A T u r A l  l e A T H e r
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Cream Tobacco

MATERIALS



speCiAli
C o r i A n ®

An eclectic personality that adds something to every setting.
Robust, innovative and with an excellent structure, it seduces with shiny tones that 

accentuate its exquisitely modern technical qualities.
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To meet the sophisticated needs 
of interior design, the Eikon Evo 
cover plates are specially 
designed to allow customization 
through the use of different 
types of materials.

Glacier ice

MATERIALS



essenziAli

Like day and night: opposite extremes but similar in their absoluteness. In perfect balance 
with everything around them, they create sharp and precise harmonies. They are the four 

total looks in aluminium and crystal, the quintessence of universal elegance.

T o T A l  A l u m i n i u m  A n d  C r y s T A l
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Total white Total black

Total white diamond Total black diamond

MATERIALS





inTell iGenCe
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Eikon Evo transforms the management of spaces into a unique, pleasant and simple experience.
The new video touchscreens provide a perfect picture of everything that is happening inside and 

outside the building. Advanced functions monitor the climate in real time and calculate energy 
consumption. The system communicates with elegant, coordinated and user-friendly graphics, 

interfaces with the web and adapts quickly to each new requirement.

DOMOTICS

Home 
AuTomATion 
evoluTion
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Spectacular, from all angles. Ultra-flat screen, high visual quality, graphics that can be 
personalised with favourite photos, and recording of video intercom calls. 

Web interfacing also introduces the possibility of online services and functions such as 
weather forecasts. In diamond white crystal, black diamond and aluminium. 

DOMOTICS

10’’
mulTimediA

video TouCH 
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A new way of looking at the home, both inside and outside. Featuring a wide screen with 
touch technology. In addition to monitoring all that is going on indoors, it acts as a video 

door entry system to ensure a warm welcome.

DOMOTICS

full flAT
4,3”

video TouCH
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Well-defined, immediate and intelligent: the Eikon Evo home automation system controls all 
rooms and provides a detailed overview of the home’s energy profile and climate. 

The touchscreen records precise information about power usage at any given moment or 
over a set period, and displays the temperature in real time. For greater energy awareness.

DOMOTICS

full flAT
4,3”

TouCH sCreen 
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A new hardware device for monitoring the entire automation system via LAN 
and Wi-Fi network when you are at home, and via the Internet when you are away. 

All the functions can be managed remotely via computer, or using the latest generation 
smartphone and tablets such as iPad and iPhone. For communication that knows no boundaries.

DOMOTICS

weB
server



Control. Monitor your entire home at the push of a button.

Safety. Monitor your burglar alarm system and other 
alarms.

Comfort. Customised control of temperature, lights 
and music for every room.

Energy saving. Power consumption and load control.

Communication.  Web interfacing for remote control via 
mobile phone, smartphone and tablet.
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Eikon Evo and the By-me home automation system take care of the home, improving and simplifying daily 
life. With various user-friendly functions that coordinate with each other: monitoring of all spaces, the 

extraordinary comfort provided by the sound system, safety and security in the rooms, energy saving and 
limitless communication. By-me interfaces with mobile phones, smartphones and computers, moulding 

itself on the home and on the needs and wishes of everyone who lives in it.

DOMOTICS

THe By-me 
sysTem
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A perfect synergy between beauty and efficiency: this is also what Eikon Evo means.
With over 200 functions to manage lighting, climate, sound and safety.

Intelligent and silent technologies that can be controlled in an extremely simple way.

FUNCTIONS

funCTionAl 
eleGAnCe



A TouCH of ClAss

Surfaces that invite you to touch them, precise and imperceptible movements, mechanisms that are activated more by 
thought than by action. Soft-touch controls, electronic touch controls or infrared remote controls for managing all lights 
and automations. 

Next satin-finished silver buttons
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White buttonsAnthracite grey buttons

FUNCTIONS



ConTrols

Soft action Touch devices

Surfaces that invite you to touch them, precise and imperceptible movements, mechanisms that are activated more by 
thought than by action. Soft-touch controls, electronic touch controls or infrared remote controls for managing all lights
and automations. 
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Infrared devicesTraditional devices

FUNCTIONS



inTernATionAl

Anywhere you are in the world there will be a socket, a control and a plate to suit your needs. For safe, efficient systems 
that are functional to your living needs, with that extra touch of class: the one made in Italy.

Universal installation systems
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funCTions

Modularity Foreign standard socket outlets



liGHT

Modular lights LED backlit controls

A guiding beacon whose presence alone provides reassurance. Both in the daytime, with LED backlit buttons in different 
colour variants. And in emergencies, with automatic devices and fluorescent lamps or LEDs that instantly light up when 
needed.
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Night&day symbols TORCIA, removable hand lamp

FUNCTIONS



MULTIMEDIA

Broadcasting comfort throughout the home. Enjoy music from your MP3, iPod or iPhone. Or relax with the radio.
Content can be played independently in each room or simultaneously throughout the house, with maximum audio quality.  
And with a wide range of audio, video and USB inputs, Eikon Evo benefits from extraordinary multimedia performance.

Sound system touch screen Sound system controls
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Docking station Multimedia sockets

FUNCTIONS



CLIMATE

Timer-thermostat Timer-switch

Always beautiful, even to program. Thanks to devices that are extremely simple to set: thermostats and timer-thermostats 
with digital technology and optional manual settings, featuring large amber backlit displays. For viewing and modifying the 
temperature status in an instant.
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Thermostat for residential sector Thermostat for commercial sector

FUNCTIONS



sAfeTy

Essential for stress-free living. Eikon Evo devices protect the home and the safety of everyone who lives in it: burglar 
alarm and perimeter alarm systems that monitor up to thirty different zones simultaneously or individually, gas detectors 
and interlocked sockets that protect people from accidental contact. Everything is under control.

Methane gas detector Socket outlet with SICURY shuttered protection
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Video camera with microphoneAlarm digital keypad

FUNCTIONS



Design

Modularity

Materials

Domotics
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